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Hunt prices DO NOT include: hotels as needed, 

visa fee, commercial flight to Tilichik/Korf, excess 

baggage fees, tips, items of a personal nature or 

gratuities

Hunt price DOES include: escort from 

Petro by a Safari staff member, guide (1x1), 

accommodations while in hunt area, meals while 

in camp, trophy prep, paperwork for export and 

etc.

If you are adventurous and enjoy boldly going 

where few others have ventured this is the hunt 

for you! The only way in/out of this area is by 

helicopter. There are NO roads in this part of the 

world. There are a few small villages scattered 

throughout this remote region that are inhabited 

by the native Koryak people who live off the land 

and tend to their reindeer herds. 

Your Russian Adventure Awaits!

Charlotte Peyerk, MI

Deron Millman, OH 18



Due to the difficult logistics and the extremely 
remote nature of this hunting area, there 
have been only a handful of hunters that have 
ventured into this region. Sheep populations 
are strong and there is an excellent opportunity 
for big rams. All hunting is done on foot from 
a tented base camp. You and your guide may 
fly camp in the hunting area for a night or two, 
depending on where sheep are being seen. 
Success rate is 100%.

Price:
Koryak Snow Sheep -$28,500 
Chukotka Snow Sheep - $36,000
inclusive from Tilichiki/Korf. Price includes 
helicopter transfer to/from camp. Hunt requires a 
minimum of 3 (preferably 4) hunters. All hunting is 
done 1x1. 
ASK ABOUT COMBO HUNTS!

Breaking Records... it’s what we do!

Sheep hunts are based from remote camps in 
the Vetveyskiy Mountains. Elevations of these 
mountains are relatively low, reaching only about 
5000 feet.

The terrain consists of mostly low, rolling type 
country. All hunting is done on foot from basic, 
but comfortable tent camps. Rams in this area 
will be in the 35-38” class. Hunts take place in 
August and early September.

The jumping off point is Petropovlovsk on 
Kamchatka. From there, we utilize regular airline 
flights to Tilichiki.

This hunt is based on a 15-day schedule from the 

U.S., with up to 10 full hunting days.

Day - 1 Depart U.S. (Anchorage)

Day - 2 Arrive Petropovlovsk AM. If 

 commercial airline schedules jive, 

 you will fly commercially from 

 Petropvlovsk to Tilichiki.

Day - 3 Helicopter to hunting area

Day - 4
  to  10-day Koryak Sheep Hunt
Day -13

Day - 14 Helicopter return to Tilichiki/overnight

Day - 15 Return to Petropovlovsk & fly  

 commercially back to Anchorage

*Due to limited internal flights, hunt days may 

be shortened to 9 days.

SCHEDULE

Dr. Brian Hauck, Alberta, Canada


